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On the territory of the roman province of Dalmatia (western part of the territory of 
nowdays Serbia, eastern part of Bosnia and Herzegowina and northeastern part of 

Montenegro) there are three typs of roman grave monuments: stelae, cippi and grave cubes. On 
the grave monuments of this territory we find numerous decorative - symbolic relief presenta
tions, for wich we can teii that they represent the abundance of geometric, vegetabile and animal 
presentations. But, the most rare among them are the presentations of the birds1

• 

These presentations we find only on the ten grave monuments: 5 stelae, 4 cippi and 1 grave 
cube2

• The presentations of the birds We find them on the 7 grave monuments: four stelae, two 
cipii and one grave cube. Such presentation we find on the monuments from the village Kolovrat 
near Prijepolje (fig. 1), andin villages FakoviCi and Tegare near Foea and Skelani in the eastern part 
of Bosnia and Herzegowina (fig. 2). But, the presentation of the birds can be connected with the 
relief presentation of the trees, which are also very rare on this territory. The relief presentations of 
the trees we find on two grave monuments type of cippi. The both of the monuments are from the 
surounding from Uzice (fig. 3 and 4)3. The presentations of the birds and trees we find mostly in 
the relief fields, and only in two cases on the top of the most and in the basiment of stela and cippi. 

On the grave monuments of this part of the roman province of Dalmatia, we can find the 
birds in the hand of the death person, or in the presentation together with the trees or vegetabile 
corona. If we find them in the hand of the death persons, we find such presentation allways in 
the relief field of the grave monuments. In the hands of the death persons we find more often 
and more numerous the another attributes: usually the cup, flower, volumen, egg, even some
times the key. lt is interesting to notice that the bird we can only see in the hand of the female 
persons in the relief fields. The usually attributes in the hand of the female persons are all already 
mentioned, except volumen which is attribut of the male persons. The attributes in the hand of 
the female persons are characteristic of their position in the life; the key are telling she was tak
ing care about the haus, the distaff - she was doing with it for her life, or of expectation in the 
another life, after death: the flower are the beauty of the fields on the heaven, the cups are the 
cups with the vine, the drink of the god Dionysys and the marry enjoy in the afterlife life. But 
the presentation of the birds are very rare on the first place, and on the second place we can find 
them not only in the hand of the women, but also in the hand of the child4

• If we try to find the 
1 This work is the resalt of the work of the Project of the Ministry of Science of the Republic of Serbia (Project 

number 1770077). 
2 30ToB11h 1995, p. 115, n. 75;p. 117, n. 85; p. 120, n. 103; p. 122, n. 111 (cipusi); p. 102, n. 5, p. 104, n. 18; p. 105, 

n. 20; p. 106, n. 25; p. 113, n. 64 (stele); p. 129, n. 155 (grave cube). 
3 3oTOB11h 1995, p. 115, n. 75, p. 117, n. 85. 
4 30TOB11h 1995, p. 104, n. 18, p. 113, n. 64 - monuments from Kolovrat and Tegare. For analogy see for example 

the grave monument from surounding of Prilep: Byn11h 1941 - 48, p. 176, n. 370. 
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traces of this symbolic presentation and even the connection of the bird and the children, we 
can go further in the past in the prehistoric period, in the time when the people did not have 
the grave monuments for the presentations in cutting symbols and attributes, but they put that 
in the tomb as the grave inventory. We know for the find of one prehistoric tomb from the village 
Mokrinj, locality Mokranjske stene, near Vranje (fig. 5), which in fact is the tomb of one child. 
In this tomb, together with other grave inventory, mostly the pottery, was found behinde the 
skeleton of child the bones of one bird5

. In this meaning, the connection between the afterlife 
life, soul and the bird, existed from the prehistoric period and further on in the period of roman 
times. 

In the roman period, in the symbolic meaning, the presentations of the birds are the pre
sentations of the soul or what is narrow to it, which is going on the heaven after the death. We 
can only supose for the roman period where or what was connection between the soul and the 
birds. For example, the presentation of the birds can also be connected to the cult of the roman 
godness Venus. In this meaning Venus as protector of mariage and motherhood is represented 
with the pigeon as her symbol. But also the birds can be symbol of Venus Funeraria, who is 
protector of those who di ed to early. When we understand the symbolic meaning of the birds in 
this way, we can understand that the symbol of Venus Funeraria is also the symbol of purity of 
the soul, and the soul as the pneuma wich is flying in the preheritance land of Musas6

• Than we 
can understand why is the bird always in the relief presentation on the grave monuments in the 
hand of the child or female persons. Also, the pigeon could be the symbol of Afrodita and marks 
the purity, virtue and the Iove. The pigeon on the stelae from Pljevlja in the connection with the 
rosetae and corona, is symbol of purity of the soul on its way in the uprising on the haeven where 
it will be connected with the sun. 

We also find on the eastern part of the roman province of Dalmatia, the presentation of 
the birds with the relief presentation of corona or huge volutas7

• Such relief presentation on the 
monument type of cipi is very rare and unic. There is no doubt that such presentation came from 
the roman sepulcral art, especially becouse of the presentation of the voluta. Also what makes 
this monument unique is relief of three human heads, of which nowdays is visible only one. 
Since the inscription field and relif fild on the right side are very damaged on this monument, 
we do not know how many death persons are mentioned in inscription. We can supose that the 
heads presented in the relief field together with volutas and birds are in fact the death persons 
who are in the haevens garden among the birds and the vegetabiles. On two grave monuments, 
on allready mentioned stelaes from Pljevlja and FakoviCi, we can see the birds in the pediments 
of monuments. If we understand the pediments of the stelae as the haeven ( the top of the most 
of the God' s hous where the death persons are going), we can understand the birds with corona, 
according to the certain authors as the symbolic attributes of happiness and the heaven in every· 
lasting life8

• On one monument from Basiana9 there is behinde the bird represented the wing 
of the eagl. Such presentation helps to connect the presentation of the bird with solar symbols, 
i.e. the Sun. At the same time the eagl was the attributes of the main god of the roman panteon, 
Jupiter, who was also on the top of the most of the sky, i. e. haeven. 

The presentation of the trees is also connected with the perheps the fields on the heaven in 
the afterlife life, or even with the gods. Usually we can assume that the presentations of the trees 

Popovic, Kapuran 2011, p. 297 - 305. 
6 JoBaHOBl1n 2009, p. 73. 
7 30TOB11n 1995, p. 115, n. 75 - monument from Otanj, near Uzice. 
8 A11M11TpOB, 1942, p. 77, n. 23, p. 58, 84. 
9 Dautova - Rusevljan 1983, p. 51, T. 4/3. 
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are symbolic presentations of the heavens gardens or the Roman god of the woods and fields, 
Silvan 10 God Silvan had numerous characteristic; but he could be also protector of the woods, 
fields, and everything what grow, i. e. all plants and vegetation. 11 In this meaning the god Silvan 
could bee in the connection with the world of death. In the afterlife life the death persons will 
come on the heaven's fields and woods where the god Silvan will be again with them or where 
they will come becouse of his help and lidership. So, the usually opinion is that on the grave 
monument, on the cippi from Uzice, the relief presentation of the wood are in fact the symbolic 
presentation of the god Silvan (fig. 4). 

The presentations of the birds and trees are not often on the grave monuments and on the 
territory of other provinces of the Roman Empire. The birds as the symbol of the after death life 
appear on the territory of north Italy in the period of Julio - Claudio dynasty12

• On the territory 
of nowdays Slovenia we find the closest analogy in the way of presentation to the grave monu
ment from the eastern part of the roman province of Dalmatia, on which is the presentation 
of the child with the pigeon in the hand. On the grave monument from Slovenia we find the 
presentation of the pigeon in the hand of woman who di ed 13

• In inscription was marked the age 
when she <lied; she was twentytwo years old. The woman in another hand holds the mirror, and 
with those two symbols, mirror and the pigeon, (fig. 6, 6a), we are again close to the symbolic 
story which in fact represented the godness Venus Funeraria as the protector of the women who 
<lied young. In nowdays Istria we find the relief presentation how the bird is eating the grapes 
on one damaged grave monument (fig. -7) 14

• In this case we could connect the bird with god 
Dionysys, becouse of the grape, or at least with the Satyr, who is allways marry follower of 
Dionysys, whose devine wine is drink on the haeven as well as the wine is his drink on the earth 
for the alive people as well as for those one who recently died15• Also, on the same territory we 
find analogy for the presentation of the tree16

• CI o ser to our territory, on the territory of nowdays 
Bosnia and Herzegowina, we find the relief presentation of the trees in one dish with the genius 
and Satyr behinde it (fig. 8) 17• What is interesting it is that this relief presentation ison the votive 
monument, i. e. votive ara. This fact shows that such symbolic relief presentation on the votive 
ara is connected with the certain god, and throught this we can not have doubt at all that such 
sybolic relief presentations on the grave monuments are also connected with the deities. 

All of this monuments could be dated in the period from the end of II to the beginning of IV 
century. As the finaly conclusion we can tell that the presentation of the birds can be connected 
with the Venus Funeraria, as the protector of young <lied persons, or with the god Silvan, the 
ruler of the haeven's fields and woods. If we let us to imagine more, we can imagine the both of 
the gods as the protector and the ruler of the haeven's not only fields and woods, but the gardens 
with the fruits and flowers, the gardens where is in fact the beauty. Again with that we can con
nected the Venus Funeraria who was also for the life of female persons protector of their Iove 

IO 30TOB1'1n 1973, p. 34. 
11 3aMypoaun 1936, p. 374- 375. 
12 Reljefni prikazi na rimskim nadgrobnim spomenicima u Arheoloskom muzeju Istre u Puii/ Depictions in Relief 

on the Roman Funerary Monuments ofthe Archaeological Museum of Istria at Puia, Puia 2006, 3 p. 7. 
13 Kastelic 1988, p. 501-502, n. 196 - the grave monument from Aquileia. 
14 Reljefni prikazi na rimskim nadgrobnim spomenicima u Arheoloskom muzeju lstre u Puii/ Depictions in Relief 

on the Roman Funerary Monuments of the Archaeological Museum of Istria at Puia, Puia 2006, p. 53, n. 4. 
15 About the cult of Bachus and various atributs ofit see in detail: Ifanurroaun,2011. 
16 Reljefni prikazi na rimskim nadgrobnim spomenicima u Arheoloskom muzeju Istre u Puii/ Depictions in Relief 

on the Roman Funerary Monuments of the Archaeological Museum of Istria at Puia, Puia 2006, p. 283, n. 83 
and 84. 

17 Imamovic 1997, p. 164, n. 404. 
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and beauty, and with the Silvan who was the protector of plants and vegetables, the protector of 
the enjoy in haevens gardens and fields of the male persons. When we have in the mind the finds 
from Mokrinj, we can conclude that such beliveing in the connection of the birds with the the 
cult of death and afterlife life existed in the period of prechistory. Such beliveing could survive 
much later in the future, in the period of the roman time and be connected with the roman cult 
and with that with the roman sepulchral art. In deeper meaning, the presentation of the birds on 
the grave monuments of the roman period, represented the cult sincretism beetwen the autoch
tonic and roman religious beliveing. 
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THE RELIEF PRESENTATION OF THE BIRDS ON THE GRAVE 
MONUMENTS OF THE EASTERN PART OF THE ROMAN PROVIN CE 

OF DALMATIA - CONNECTION WITH THE GODS AND SOUL 
(Abstract) 

On the grave monuments of the eastern part of the roman province of Dalmatia, stelae, cipii 
and grave cubes, there are very rare relief presentation of the birds. The birds can be represented in 
the hand of the female death persons or in the presentation of the vegetabil coronae. The birds can be 
atributes of the godness Venus Funeraria, protector of those who <lied early. The trees and the birds also 
can be symbols of the heaven's garden and throught that in the connection with the god Silvan. But, also 
we have to acount with the prechistoric inheritance and beeiving in the connection of the birds and the 
souls of the dead persons. All of this monuments could be dated in the period from the end of II to the 
beginning of IV century. 
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